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The Silver Lining to
COVID-Era Learning

When my school district moved to virtual instruction
last year as part of the pandemic response, I went
from 5-days/week instruction to 4-days/week. While
this initially wreaked havoc with my lesson planning,
over time, I learned to do more with less, tightening
my instruction through careful lesson planning.

What was left, however, was a realization that it is, in
fact, possible to deliver the same quality instruction
over the span of four days while adding in a creative
twist on the fifth. Out of the pandemic arose Writing
Wednesdays, the weekly writing lessons that allow
students to experiment with writing in ways that
fomulaic approaches prohibit. Since implementing
Writing Wednesdays in my classes, students have
become thoughtful, more deliberate writers and
many of them have reported a newfound joy for
writing. These lessons are now available to educators
in my book, Artfulness, which has everything you
need to revolutionize your writing instruction in the
upcoming year. 

https://mailchi.mp/alexandritepublishing/x2awll18rf
https://mailchi.mp/alexandritepublishing/vcg3d0kq2k
https://mailchi.mp/alexandritepublishing/vcg3d0kq2k
https://mailchi.mp/alexandritepublishing/2imw7jonju
https://mailchi.mp/alexandritepublishing/2imw7jonju
http://www.alexandritepublishing.com/
https://shop.aer.io/AlexandritePublishingLLC/p/Artfulness_FormulaFree_Creative_Writing_Exploratio/9798986014609-13280?collection=Educator_Resources-222734


ABOUT ANDREA YARBOUGH 
Andrea Yarbough is a National Board
Certified teacher and a Teacher-Consultant
with the National Writing Project.

Author of Artfulness: Formula-Free Creative
Writing Explorations for Secondary ELA
Classes, she has also been trusted with
curriculum development by Prince William
County Schools, the Virginia Department of
Education, and the US Department of State.

Look for her this summer in the Write
Across America summer writing event -
more details coming soon. 

SHARE YOUR VOICE

BOOKS BLOG PROF. DEVELOPMENT

Newsletter Article
Guest Blog
Original Creative Piece
Questions or Letters to the Editor

We are always on the lookout by great ideas,
suggestions, and contributions from
educators and artists . If you would like to
submit an idea or an article to be included in
upcoming editions of our newsletter, please
send suggestions and proposals to:
info@alexandritepublishing.com 

We are pleased to offer a
range of educator books to
help teachers find the support
they need to implement
effective lessons.

Visit Alexandrite Publishing's
website to read our educator
blog focused on exploring best
practices in education. Guest
contributors welcome!

For those seeking to expand
their teaching practice, we are
pleased to offer several PD
opportunities to meet your
needs. 
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https://www.nbpts.org/
https://www.nwp.org/
https://shop.aer.io/AlexandritePublishingLLC/p/Artfulness_FormulaFree_Creative_Writing_Exploratio/9798986014609-13280?collection=Educator_Resources-222734
https://lead.nwp.org/writeacrossamerica-a-virtual-writing-marathon/
https://alexandritepublishing.com/books/
https://alexandritepublishing.com/the-alexandwriter-blog/
https://alexandritepublishing.com/consulting-services/
mailto:info@alexandritepublishing.com
mailto:info@alexandritepublishing.com


Cl i ck  Images  to  Reg i s te r  fo r  Each  Event        i n fo@a lexandr i tepub l i sh ing .com 

June 27, July 11, July 25 @ 4:00 pm EST
Online discussions (on your own schedule)
via a dedicated community board 
Certificate of completion (3 hours) for
attending all three live sessions

Live book discussions (via Zoom):

Teachers and bibliophiles alike will love
reading this hot summer mystery. Collaborate
with us via digital discussion boards as we
explore this classic Christie mystery.
Teachers will  have a dedicated forum to
strategize lesson plans and activities for in-
class student book clubs. 

Wednesdays from 10:00 - 11:00 EST June 29th
- July 20th
Also available on-demand via Hidden Gems
members' portal
Certificate of completion: 4 hours for
attending all four sessions or 1.5 hours for
actively participating asynchronously. 

Live workshops (via Zoom):

Summer Book Club: Textured
Teaching 

Writing Wednesday Workshops

Summer Digital Book Club:
Death on the Nile 
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FREE Summer Professional Development 

https://mailchi.mp/alexandritepublishing/vcg3d0kq2k
https://mailchi.mp/alexandritepublishing/x2awll18rf
https://mailchi.mp/alexandritepublishing/2imw7jonju
https://mailchi.mp/alexandritepublishing/vcg3d0kq2k
https://mailchi.mp/alexandritepublishing/vcg3d0kq2k
https://mailchi.mp/alexandritepublishing/x2awll18rf
https://mailchi.mp/alexandritepublishing/2imw7jonju


Cacophony 

The cicadas buzzed as we were about

to cross the street. 

Color exploded around my field of

vision as I surveyed my horizons.

People of all walks of life frequented

the vibrant area. 

Signs, stickers, posters

Of all different

Fonts, spacing, colors

Littered the 

Streets, lampposts, crosswalks.

Creating a welcoming space for those

who visited.

The vibrant city of Austin Texas.

P H O T O  A N D  P O E M  B Y  O L I V I A  O  
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Student Showcase: Olivia O.

Student Reflection

 While I was writing my free verse, I wanted to try something

new and play with style. I filled various lines with short

descriptive words. I placed them in a list without

conjunctions to kill time in order to convey the chaotic

nature of the city. Writing this helped me to understand how

much creative liberty writers have and how much fun it can

be to make a picture come to life.

         

 I chose this picture for my free verse poem because of the

vibrancy of it. A chaotic, vibrant city seems like the perfect

central point for a free verse poem. In most eccentric cities,

individuals are not inhibited by rules when it comes to

expressing themselves. The same can be said for free verse

poems. 

Poe
try

Teacher Reflection

Olivia demonstrated that she was willing to take risks with her writing and I love that she experimented, in

particular, with style. Her use of asyndeton to "kill time" is skillful and has the effect of creating a sense of

chaos appropriate to the poem's setting. In addition, the asyndeton creates interesting sound effects,

mirroring the "cacophany" of the piece's title. Finally, her choice of line breaks is clearly deliberate, amplifying

the impact of the asyndeton on the reader's understanding.

Notably, this assignment was not directly connected to a Writing Wednesday lesson. Rather, Olivia transferred

the knowledge she gained from one of our Writing Wednesdy lessons, "Killing Time," to this entirely different

context: exactly what we are hoping for when we integrate creative writing into core instruction.

The AlexandWriter Newsletter

Photo, poem, and reflection by Olivia O.



Teacher-Nominated
Student Showcase
Coming this fall, Hidden Gems educators
will be able to nominate students' work to
be featured in the Student Showcase
section of our Newsletter and in a
dedicated hosting area of the Hidden
Gems members' community. Appropriate
permissions will be required before
student work can be featured. Permission
form will be provided on our site.Bartholomew Henderson

Olivia's Inspiration
Lesson: "Killing
Time" (Artfulness)
This style lesson challenges students to
control the pace of their writing
through strategic narrative choices
including, for example, asyndeton. What
I love about this lesson is how
immediately transferrable it proved to
be, with many students reflecting on
how they "killed time" in subsequent
writing pieces.
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https://publuu.com/flip-book/24400/79629
https://publuu.com/flip-book/24400/79629
https://publuu.com/flip-book/24400/76564


Explore Hidden Gems

Spotlight on Collaboration

We know from our own clases that
collaboration can lead to success. But
working together towards a common
goal isn't just for students. Working
together as teachers can be an
immensely rewarding activity, expanding
the range of what we thought possible by
showing us new approaches and
techniques to instruction.

My first real foray into collaboration
came the year I was assigned inclusion
classes. Working with my co-teachers
opened my eyes to different strategies
and provided a chance to implement new
types of activities into my classes. In fact,
I was first introduced to the power of
creative writing in a core ELA course
while teaching that first inclusion class.
And it was those early adventures with
writing that paved the path to my new
book, Artfulness.

I understand the power of collaboration
as a tool for growth and am therefore
proud to announce our new
membership program, Hidden Gems,
which is designed, first and foremost, to
be a place where passionate educators,
writers, and artists can gather in a
supportive community to expand and
strengthen their craft.

Yes, we have cool stuff like free lesson
plans and workshops and yes, we offer
perks like this nifty newsletter. But the
most important tool we have in this
world is each other, and I am honored
to get to know many of you as we travel
along the journey towards providing
stronger, more effective instruction
together.
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Partner Up In Our Membership Community

by Andrea Yarbough

https://shop.aer.io/AlexandritePublishingLLC/p/Artfulness_FormulaFree_Creative_Writing_Exploratio/9798986014609-13280?collection=Educator_Resources-222734
https://alexandritepublishing.com/groups/


Summer
Reading

Americanah by Chimamanda Adichie

The Handmaid's Tale by Margaret

Atwood

The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini

Their Eyes Were Watching God by

Zora Neale Hurston

Pachinko by Min Jin Lee

Circe by Madeline Miller

All the Names by Jose Saramago

I Must Betray You by Ruta Sepetys

A Gentleman in Moscow by Amor

Towles

The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar

Wilde

Educator Books
Textured Teaching by

Lorena Escoto German

Reading Reconsidered

by Doug Lemov, et al.

Writing with Mentors

by Allison Marchetti

and Rebekah O'Dell

Artfulness by Andrea

Yarbough

Students Love . . .

Win a free
book!

Take part in the Writing
Wednesday summer
challenge and be entered
for a chance to win a free
book and a year's
membership in Hidden
Gems at the Alexandrite
Level.

Click here to learn more
about how to enter.

Available at the Alexandrite Bookstore www.alexandritepublishing.com
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https://us5.admin.mailchimp.com/landing-pages/design?id=208869
https://shop.aer.io/AlexandritePublishingLLC
http://www.alexandritepublishing.com/


As much as I love creative writing exercises, coming up
with effective story prompts can be a bit of a challenge,
particularly when I am trying to provide each student
with their own unique prompt.

My favorite "handy helpers" are the Storymatic story
generator boxes. I've been using these little boxes of
inspiration for years, long before Writing Wednesdays
were a thought in my mind, and they have saved me from
hours of prep work on countless occassions. Both the
original Storymatic and Synapsis pair well with Artfulness
lessons and are available through Alexandrite's site.

Student Writers' Group

Handy Helpers: Story Prompt Generators

Style Showcase
". . .the world is running out of

resources. Out of trees and forest.

Out of clean water and fresh air.

Out of patience, out of

opportunities, out of time, and out

of hope."                          Lindsay M.

"The use of asyndeton eliminates

any chance for a break while

reading, which generates a chaotic,

unrelenting reflection of Mindon's

fractured mind . . ." 

Tyler R.

Analysis Showcase

Do you have students who love to write
and who would benefit from a
collaborative community, particularly over
the summer break? 
Hidden Gems now offers two student
writing groups: Middle School Writers and
High School Writers and is available for
free via our members site. 

For More
Information
info@alexandritepublishing.com
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Learn More

https://alexandritepublishing.com/product/storymatic-classic/
https://alexandritepublishing.com/product/storymatic-synapsis/
https://shop.aer.io/AlexandritePublishingLLC/p/Artfulness_FormulaFree_Creative_Writing_Exploratio/9798986014609-13280?collection=Educator_Resources-222734
https://alexandritepublishing.com/plans/topaz-diamond-alexandrite/
mailto:info@alexandritepublishing.com
https://alexandritepublishing.com/product/storymatic-classic/

